DOGPATCH CAPITAL BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN
Background
While it is recognized it is not possible to create a plan to handle every possible eventuality, it is the intent of this firm to set
up a framework to be used in most likely of scenarios. It is also the intent that this framework provide guidance as to how
to respond should an unforeseen situation occur.

Business Description
Dogpatch Capital conducts business in equity, fixed income, and other securities; it does not hold customer funds or
securities. All transactions are sent to our brokerage firm, which executes our orders, compares them, allocates them,
clears and settles them. Our brokerage firm also maintains our clients’ accounts, can grant clients access to them, and
delivers funds and securities.

Emergency Information
Firm Contact Persons
Our firm’s emergency contact persons are:
Adam Gould
(415) 464-7533
adam@dogpatchcapital.com
Alternate Messaging Platforms:
WhatsApp, free messaging globally: 4154647533, “Adam J Gould”
Telegram, distributed computing “blockchain” messaging:@adamjgould
Preferred Custodian- TD Ameritrade Institutional Service Line
800-400-6288

Support Services
In the event of an emergency, the following is a list of support services and the methods by which they may be contacted:
Emergency Services (EMS): 911
Fire Department: San Francisco Fire Station No 4, (415) 558-3200
Police Department: Bayview Police Station, (415) 671-2300
This information will be updated in the event of a material change, and reviewed the plan on an annual basis.

Firm Policy
Our firm’s policy is to respond to a Significant Business Disruption (SBD) by safeguarding employees’ lives and firm
property, making a financial and operational assessment, quickly recovering and resuming operations, protecting all of the
firm’s books and records, and allowing our clients to transact business. In the event that we determine we are unable to
continue our business, we will assure clients prompt access to their funds and securities.
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Significant Business Disruptions (SBDs)
Our plan anticipates two kinds of SBDs, internal and external. Internal SBDs affect only our firm’s ability to communicate
and do business, such as a fire in our building or the death of a key member of the firm. External SBDs prevent the
operation of the securities markets or a number of firms, such as a terrorist attack, a city flood, or a wide-scale, regional
disruption. Our response to an external SBD relies more heavily on other organizations and systems, such as the brokerage
firm(s) we use.

Approval and Execution Authority
Adam Gould, a supervisory person, is responsible for approving the plan, for conducting the required annual review, and
has the authority to execute this BCP.

Plan Location and Access
Our firm will maintain copies of its BCP and annual reviews, and all changes that have been made to it. A physical copy of
the BCP will be stored with the company’s Written Policies and Procedures Manual, which is kept in the black filling cabinet
in the folder labeled “DPC Business Continuation”. Additionally, copies have been stored in Adam Gould’s home at 1415
Indiana Street Suite 301, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Our brokerage firm contacts:
TD Ameritrade Institutional
PO Box 650567
Dallas, TX 75265-0567
Service Line: 800-400-6288

Office Locations
Our office address and phone number are:
2339 Third Street Suite 41
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 464-7533

Alternative Physical Location(s)
In the event of an SBD that makes it impossible or impractical to use company offices, we will move from the affected office
to the closest of our unaffected temporary location
If our primary office location is unavailable, we will move the firm operations to:
1415 Indiana Street Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94107
Additional alternate locations:
Philz Coffee
1258 Minnesota Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
WeWork SOMA
156 2nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
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Clients’ Access to Funds and Securities
Our firm does not maintain custody of clients’ funds or securities, which are maintained at our brokerage firm. In the event
of an internal or external SBD, if telephone service is available, our investment adviser representatives will take customer
orders or instructions and contact our brokerage firm on their behalf, and if our Web access is available, our firm will post
on our Website that clients may access their funds and securities by contacting them.

Data Back-Up and Recovery (Hard Copy and Electronic)
Our firm maintains its primary hard copy books and records and its electronic records at:
2339 Third Street Suite 41
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 464-7533
Adam Gould is responsible for the maintenance of these books and records. Our firm maintains the following document
types and forms that are not transmitted to our brokerage firm: Investment Policy Statements, Client Contracts and other
related documents.
The firm backs up its electronic records weekly by external hard drive backup, and keeps a copy at secure off-site location
of jump drive backed up monthly.
In the event of an internal or external SBD that causes the loss of our paper records, we will physically recover them from
our back-up site. If our primary site is inoperable, we will continue operations from our back-up site or an alternate
location. For the loss of electronic records, we will either physically recover the storage media or electronically recover
data from our back-up site, or, if our primary site is inoperable, continue operations from our back-up site or an alternate
location.

Operational Assessments
Operational Risk
In the event of an SBD, we will immediately identify what means will permit us to communicate with our clients,
employees, critical business constituents, and regulators. Although the effects of an SBD will determine the means of
alternative communication, the communications options we will employ will include our Website, messaging applications,
telephone voice mail, e-mail, etc. In addition, we will retrieve our key activity records as described in the section above,
Data Back-Up and Recovery (Hard Copy and Electronic).

Mission Critical Systems
Our firm’s “mission critical systems” are those that ensure client communication, access to client accounts and trading
systems. More specifically, these systems include the office computer systems.
We have primary responsibility for establishing and maintaining our business relationships with our clients. Our brokerage
firm provides the execution, comparison, allocation, clearance and settlement of securities transactions, the maintenance
of customer accounts, access to customer accounts, and the delivery of funds and securities.
Our brokerage firm contract provides that our brokerage firm will maintain a business continuity plan and the capacity to
execute that plan.
Our brokerage firm represents that it backs up our records at a remote site. Our brokerage firm represents that it operates
a back-up operating facility in a geographically separate area with the capability to conduct the same volume of business as
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its primary site. Our brokerage firm has also confirmed the effectiveness of its back-up arrangements to recover from a
wide scale disruption by testing.
Recovery-time objectives provide concrete goals to plan for and test against. They are not, however, hard and fast
deadlines that must be met in every emergency situation, and various external factors surrounding a disruption, such as
time of day, scope of disruption, and status of critical infrastructure—particularly telecommunications—can affect actual
recovery times. Recovery refers to the restoration of clearing and settlement activities after a wide-scale disruption;
resumption refers to the capacity to accept and process new transactions and payments after a wide-scale disruption. Our
brokerage firm has the following SBD recovery time objectives: recovery time period of critical, core trading functions [e.g.,
within 4 hours]; and critical, non-core trading functions [e.g., within the 24-72 hours] following a disruption.

Our Firm’s Mission Critical Systems
Trading
Currently, our firm enters trades electronically or telephonically to our brokerage firm. Alternatively, we place customer
orders by fax, etc.
In the event of an internal SBD, we will enter and send records to our brokerage firm by the fastest alternative means
available. In the event of an external SBD, we will maintain the order in electronic or paper format, and deliver the order to
the brokerage firm by the fastest means available when it resumes operations. In addition, during an internal SBD, we may
need to refer our clients to deal directly with our brokerage firm for order entry.
Client Account Information
We currently access client account information via the brokerage firm website. In the event of an internal SBD, we would
access client information via fax correspondence, alternate phone systems, etc.

Alternate Communications with Clients and Regulators
Clients
We now communicate with our clients using the telephone, e-mail, our Website, U.S. mail, and in person visits at our firm
or at the other’s location. In the event of an SBD, we will assess which means of communication are still available to us,
and use the means closest in speed and form (written or oral) to the means that we have used in the past to communicate
with the other party. For example, if we have communicated with a party by e-mail but the Internet is unavailable, we will
call them on the telephone and follow up where a record is needed with paper copy in the U.S. mail.

Regulators
We communicate with our regulators using the telephone, e-mail, U.S. mail, and in person. In the event of an SBD, we will
assess which means of communication are still available to us, and use the means closest in speed and form (written or
oral) to the means that we have used in the past to communicate with the other party.

Regulatory Reporting
Our firm is subject to regulation by the state of California. We now file reports with our regulators using paper copies in the
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U.S. mail, and electronically using e-mail. In the event of an SBD, we will check with the SEC and/or other relevant
regulators to determine which means of filing are still available to us, and use the means closest in speed and form (written
or oral) to our previous filing method. In the event that we cannot contact our regulators, we will continue to file required
reports using the communication means available to us.
Regulatory Contact:
Investment Adviser Licensing Unit
1515 K Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 322-6270
(916) 445-7193 (fax)
Ask.DBO@dbo.ca.gov

Death of Key Personnel
The following personnel are identified as “Key Personnel” without which it would be difficult or impossible to continue
operating the firm and/or properly service clients:
Adam Gould, Day-to-day operations.
If some event made it impossible for any person listed above able to continue to service the firm, CWAL would implement
the following: Clients of the firm are provided contact information for any and all custodians who hold their accounts,
Clients should be able to obtain similar services from these firms and their custodial accounts would not depend one the
well-being of the key personnel at this RIA.

Updates and Annual Review
Our firm will update this plan whenever we have a material change to our operations, structure, business or location or to
those of our brokerage firm. In addition, our firm will review this BCP annually, to modify it for any changes in our
operations, structure, business, or location or those of our brokerage firm.
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